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System model

I k m-bit data symbols u1,u2, . . . ,uk are
grouped into g local groups

I Additionally, there is single parity symbol
per local group

I There are n =
∑g

i=1(ri + 1) storage
nodes in total

I Two types of eavesdropping attacks:
− Type I - the eavesdropper observes the
storage contents of any l1 nodes
− Type II - the eavesdropper observes the
repair data of any l2 nodes

I The data collector is transmitter and
receiver at the same time

I We introduce randomness for secure LRC
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Illustration of secure LRC for the case when
n = 6, k = 4, g = 2, r1 = 2, r2 = 2



Results and conclusions I
I The mutual information between the data file u and the eavesdropped

information e is:
I(u, e) = H(u)−H(u|e)

where H(u|e) is called equivocation

I The system is considered to be perfectly secure if holds:

H(u|e) = H(u)

I The lower bound of the equivocation of single parity LRC without using
random symbols is zero

Proposition 1

The lower bound of the equivocation of secure, scalar and single parity LRC
with g local groups, where the ith local group has locality ri for i = 1, 2, ..., g
and the maximum locality is r = max(r1, r2, ..., rg) is:

H(u|e) ≥ rm

where e is the eavesdropped information.



Results and conclusions II
Proposition 2

The secrecy capacity of secure, scalar and single parity LRC is:

Cs =

[
k −

(
l1 +

∑
i∈C

ri − ls

)]
m

where ls =
∑r

t=1 1{lzt=1} where lzt is the number of eavesdropped symbols
which are added with the random symbol zt for t = 1, 2, ..., r, while
C = {c, . . . , d} is the set of distinct local groups which are under Type-II attack
and for which it holds C ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , g} and |C| = l2.

I ls is the factor of improvement compared to single parity LRC without
using random symbols

I When the eavesdropper observes only nodes from one local group or nodes
from different local groups which symbols are all added with different
random symbols then the system is perfectly secure and Cs = H(u) = km

I However, nothing is for free → the price for this improvement is increased
storage overhead


